Spurred by the potential of deep learning, computational music generation has gained renewed academic interest. A crucial issue in music generation is that of user control, especially in scenarios where the music generation process is conditioned on existing musical material. Here we propose a model for conditional kick drum track generation that takes existing musical material as input, in addition to a lowdimensional code that encodes the desired relation between the existing material and the new material to be generated. These relational codes are learned in an unsupervised manner from a music dataset. We show that codes can be sampled to create a variety of musically plausible kick drum tracks and that the model can be used to transfer kick drum patterns from one song to another. Lastly, we demonstrate that the learned codes are largely invariant to tempo and time-shift.
INTRODUCTION
A crucial issue in music generation is that of user control. Especially for problems where musical material is to be generated conditioned on existing musical material (so-called conditional generation), it is not desirable for a system to produce its output deterministically. Typically there are multiple valid ways to complement existing material with new material, and a music generation system should reflect that degree of freedom, either by modeling it as a predictive distribution from which samples can be drawn and evaluated by the user, or by letting the generated material depend on some form of user input in addition to the existing material. An intuitive way to address this requirement is to learn a latent space, for example by means of a variational autoencoder (VAE). This approach has been successfully applied to music generation [1, 2] , and allows for both generation and manipulation of musical material by sampling from the latent prior, manual exploration of the latent space, or some form of local neighborhood search or interpolation.
In this paper we also take a latent space learning approach to address the issue of control over music generation. More specifically, we propose a model architecture to learn a latent space that encodes rhythmic interactions of the kick drum vs. bass and snare patterns. The architecture is a convolutional variant of a Gated Autoencoder (GAE, see Section 3). This architecture can be thought of as a feed-forward neural network where the weights are modulated by learned mapping codes [3] . Each mapping code captures local relations between kick vs bass and snare inputs, such that an entire track is associated to a sequence of mapping codes.
Since we want mapping codes to capture rhythmic patterns rather than just the instantaneous presence or absence of onsets in the tracks, during training we enforce invariance of mapping codes to (moderate) time shifts and tempo changes in the inputs. The resulting mapping codes remain largely constant throughout sections with a stable rhythm. This provides high-level control over the generated material in the sense that different kick drum patterns for some section can be realized simply by selecting a different mapping code (either by sampling or by inferring them from another section or song), and applying it throughout the section.
To our knowledge this is a novel approach to music generation. It reconciles the notion of user control with the presence of conditioning material in a musically meaningful way: rather than controlling the characteristics of the generated material directly, it offers control over how the generated material relates to the conditioning material.
Apart from quantitative experiments to show the basic validity of our approach, we validate our model by way of a set of sound examples and visualized outputs. We focus on three scenarios specifically. Firstly we demonstrate the ability to create a variety of plausible kick drum tracks for a given snare and bass track pair by sampling from a standard multivariate normal distribution in the mapping space. Secondly, we test the possibility of style-transfer, by applying rhythmic interaction patterns inferred from one song to induce similar patterns in other songs. Finally, we show that the semantics of the mapping space is invariant under changes in tempo.
In continuation we present related work (Section 2), describe the proposed model architecture and data representations (Section 3), and validate the approach (Section 4). Section 5 provides concluding remarks and future work.
RELATED WORK
In addition to the VAE-based methods for control over music generation processes mentioned above, a number of other studies have applied deep learning methods to address the problem of music generation in general, as reviewed in [4] . Drum track generation has been tackled using recurrent architectures [5, 6] , Restricted Boltzmann Machines [7] , and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [8] . Approaches to control the generation process may rely on sampling from some latent representation of the material to be generated [1, 2] , possibly in an incremental fashion [9] , or conditioning on user-provided information (such as a style label [10] , unary [11] , or structural [12] constraints). [13] demonstrates style transfer for audio. GANs are used in [8, 14] , where the output of the generation process is determined by providing some (time-varying) noise, in combination with conditioning on existing material. Similar to our study, [15] uses a GAE to model relations between musical material in an autoregressive prediction task. To our knowledge this is the first use of GAEs for conditional music generation.
METHOD
A schematic overview of the proposed model architecture is shown in Figure 1 . For time series modeling, we adapt the common dense GAE architecture to 1D convolution in time, yielding a Convolutional Gated Autoencoder (CGAE). We aim to model the rhythmic interactions between input signals x ∈ R M ×T and a target signal y ∈ R 1×T . More precisely, x represents M 1D signals of length T indicating onset functions of instrument tracks and beat-and downbeat information of a song, while y represents the onset function of a target instrument. Then the rhythmic interactions (henceforth referred to as mappings) between x and y are defined as
where m ∈ R Q×T , and U ∈ R K×M ×R , V ∈ R K×1×R represent respectively K convolution kernels for M input maps and kernel size R, and W ∈ R Q×K×1 represents Q convolution kernels for K input maps and kernel size 1. Furthermore, * is the convolution operator and · is the Hadamard product. For brevity the notation above assumes a CGAE architecture with only one mapping layer and one layer for input and target. In practice we use several convolutional layers, as described in Section 3.1. Given the rhythmic interactions m and the rhythmic context x, the target onset function is reconstructed as
where the transposed kernels V and W result in a deconvolution. The model parameters are trained by minimizing the mean squared error L mse (y,ỹ) between the target signal y and its reconstructionỹ. In order to draw samples from the model, we want to impose a Gaussian prior over m resulting in p(m) = N (0, I).
Additionally, m should apply to any input x, and should therefore not contain any information about the content of x. These conditions are imposed using adversarial training [16] : A discriminator D(·) estimates whether its input is drawn from a Gaussian distribution and contains no information about x. To that end, we concatenate (U * x) with either actual mappings m or noise drawn from an independent Gaussian distribution η ∼ N (0, results in D(m, (U * x)) and D(η, (U * x)). In adversarial training, the discriminator D(·) learns to distinguish between the input containing m and the input containing η. If there is mutual information between (U * x) and m the discriminator can exploit this for its classification task. This causes the encoding pathways to remove any information about x from m. Also, we obtain m ∼ N (0, I). Accordingly, the discriminator is trained to minimize the loss
with D(·) t being the output of the discriminator at time t.
To make the mappings more constant over time, an additional loss penalizes differences of successive mappings
A further loss that constrains each map m q ∈ R T to have zero mean and unit variance over time and instances in a batch considerably improves the learning of the CGAE:
where m q,i are the observations of convolutional map m q over all time steps and instances in a batch, and µ q is the mean of m q,i . Optimization is performed in two steps per mini-batch. First, the discriminator is trained to minimize L advers , then the CGAE is trained to minimize L mse (y,ỹ) + L const + L std − L advers . [17] between layers (also for the deconvolution passes). The model is trained for 2500 epochs with batch size 100, using 50% dropout on the inputs x. During training, a data augmentation based regularization method is used to make the mappings invariant to time shift and tempo change.
Architecture and training details
To that end we define a transformation function ψ θ (z) that shifts and scales a signal z in the time dimension with random shifts between −150 and +150 time steps (±1.75s) and random scale factors between 0.8 and 1.2. Training is then performed as follows. First, the mappings m are inferred according to Eq. 1. Then, the input signals are modified using ψ θ (·) resulting in an altered Eq. 2:
Finally, the mean squared error between the such obtained reconstruction and the transformed target is minimized as L mse (ψ θ (y),ỹ ψ θ ). This approach was first proposed in [18] . Due to the gating mechanism · (activating only pathways with appropriate tempo and time-shift), a CGAE is particularly suited for learning such invariances. By imposing time-shift invariance, we assume that rhythmic interaction patterns (and the respective mappings) in the training data are locally constant. Even if this method introduces some error at positions where rhythmic patterns change, most of the time the assumption of locally constant rhythm is valid.
Data representation
The training/validation sets consist of 665/193 pop/rock/ electro songs where the rhythm instruments bass, kick and snare are available as separate 44.1kHz audio tracks. The context signals x consist of two 1D input maps for beat and downbeat probabilities, and two 1D input maps for the onset functions of Snare and Bass. The target signal y consists of a 1D onset function of the Kick drum. The onset functions are extracted using the ComplexDomainOnsetDetection feature of the publicly available Yaafe library 1 with a block size of 1024, a step size of 512, and a Hann window function. For the downbeat functions we use the downbeat estimation RNN of the madmom library 2 . Input signals are individually standardized to zero mean and unit variance over each song.
Rendering Audio
We create an actual kick drum track from an onset strength curve y using salient peak picking. First, we remove less salient peaks from y by zero-phase filtering with a low-pass Butterworth filter of order two and a critical frequency of half the Nyquist frequency. The local maxima of the smoothed curve are then thresholded, discarding all maxima below a certain proportion (see below) of the maximum of the standardized onset strength curve. The remaining peaks are selected as onset positions. Finally, we render an audio file by placing a "one-shot" drum sample on all remaining peaks after thresholding. We introduce dynamics by choosing the volume of the sample from 70% for peaks at the threshold to 100% for peaks with the maximum value. For the qualitative experiments in the following section, we manually choose the threshold between 15% and 50%. For the quantitative results in Table 1 we fix the threshold at 25%, but values of 20% and 30% yield similar figures.
EXPERIMENTS
For the qualitative experiments we use four songs, Gipsy Love, Orgs Waltz, Miss You and Drehscheibe, produced by the first author. We encourage the reader to listen to the results on the accompanying web page 3 . Three scenarios are chosen to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach:
Conditional Generation of Drum Patterns To generate a kick drum track, we sample only one mapping code m t (from a 16-dimensional standard Gaussian), repeat it across the time dimension, and reconstruct y given the resulting m, as well as x. Subsequently, we render 20 audio files as described in Section 3.3 and pick those 10 which together constitute the most varied set. Figure 2 shows some results of the generation task -randomly generated kick drum tracks conditioned on the song Drehscheibe (the sound examples are available online). It is clear from these screenshots that the model generates a wide variety of different rhythmic patterns which adapt to the local context, even though the sampled mapping code is constant (repeated) over time.
Style Transfer First, for a given song, we infer m from x and y. Second, k-means clustering is performed over all m t , using the Davis-Bouldin score [19] for determining the optimal number of clusters (typically yielding an optimal k between 5 and 8). Then we use the cluster center of the largest cluster found as the mapping code, again repeat it over time and use it for another song onto which the style should be transferred. Again the results are available on the accompanying web page (see above).
Tempo-invariance We use the WSOLA time stretching algorithm [20] as implemented in sox, to create four time stretched versions of each song, at 80%, 90%, 110% and 120% of the original tempo, respectively. Then, for a given song in original tempo, we determine a prototypical mapping code with the k-means clustering method described above. We repeat that code througout the time-stretched versions of the song and reconstruct y given m and x. Figure 3 shows generated kick drum tracks in the five different tempos (four time-stretched versions plus the original tempo). It is clear from these screenshots that the drum pattern adjusts to the different tempos and does not change its style.
Although it is not obvious how to evaluate the output of the model other than by listening, we can check the validity of basic assumptions about the behavior of the model. One assumption is that the ground truth mappings for a song-as defined in Eq. (1)-allow us to reconstruct the drum track relatively faithfully (Eq. (2)). To test the degree to which reconstruction may be sacrificed to satisfy other constraints (e.g., the adversarial loss) we compute the accuracy of the reconstruction. Given onset strength curves y andỹ we determine the onset positions as described in Section 3.3, and compute the precision, recall, and F-score using a 50 ms tolerance window, following MIREX onset detection evaluation criteria [21] . Table 1 : Average precision, recall, and F-score for onset reconstruction using ground truth and style transfer mappings.
enough to largely reconstruct the target onsets correctly. The reconstructions are not perfect, likely due to the model's invariance and the adversarial loss on the mappings. Note also that the accuracy for the validation set is similar to that for the training set, implying that no overfitting has occurred. The dominance of precision over recall is likely due to the typical "conservative" behavior of GAEs [22] . Furthermore we test the validity of the heuristic of taking the largest cluster centroid as a constant mapping vector over time for style transfer (assuming time-invariance). To do so, we apply this heuristic to transfer the style of a song to itself. That is, to reconstruct the kick drum track we use the largest mode of the song in the mapping space as a constant through time, rather than the ground truth mapping-a trajectory through the mapping space. Unsurprisingly, this approximation affects the reconstruction of the original kick drum track negatively, but the F-scores of over 0.7 still shows that a substantial part of the tracks is reconstructed correctly.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a model for the conditional generation of kick drums tracks given snare and bass tracks in pop/rock/electro music. The model was trained on a dataset of multi-track recordings, using a custom objective function to capture the relationship between onset patterns in the tracks of the same song in mapping codes. We have shown that the mapping codes are largely tempo and time-invariant and that musically plausible kick drum tracks can be generated given a snare and bass track either by sampling a mapping code or through style transfer, by inferring the mapping code from another song. Importantly, two basic aspects of the chosen approach have been shown to be valid. Firstly, the ground-truth mapping codes are able to faithfully reconstruct the original kick drum track. Secondly, the style transfer heuristic of applying a constant mapping code through time was shown to be largely valid, by comparing the original kick drum track of a song to the result of applying the style of a song to itself.
Although the current work is limited in the sense that the model has only been demonstrated for kick drum track generation, we believe this approach is applicable to other content. We are currently applying the same approach to snare drum generation and f 0-generation for bass tracks.
